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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS AT TEZPUR,     

SONITPUR 

 

G.R. Case No.246/2013 

u/s-427/379/171(F) IPC 

 

State of Assam 

 

Versus 

 

Sri Mahesh Das 

S/o Late Kamala Das 

R/o Jamuguri Centre, P.S. Jamuguri 

 

                                                              ……… Accused person 

Present: Bijaya Khakhlary, JMFC, Tezpur, Sonitpur 

 

For the Prosecution: Mr. J. Dey, APP 

For the Defence: Mr. P. K. Sharma, Legal Aid Counsel. 

 

Evidence recorded on: 21.09.2015, 17.10.2015, 13.11.2015   

Argument heard on: 23.11.2015 

Judgment delivered on: 01.12.2015. 

 

JUDGMENT 

 

1. The complainant Sri Ranjan Saikia  had lodged an ejahar before 

Jamuguri P.S. on 01.02.2013 stating inter alia that on 01.02.2013 at about 11.00  

a.m. when he was not present in the election office of Congress Party at 

Jamuguri Centre, the accused entered into the said office tore the banners and 

posters and took away fifteen plastic chairs and one Secretary table which were 

later on recovered from the house of the accused.  
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2. The ejahar was received and registered as Jamuguri PS case No. 

15/13 u/s 427/379/171(F)  IPC. 

 

3. The I/O after due investigation of the case submitted charge 

sheet u/s 427/379/171(F)  IPC. 

 

4. Copy of the relevant documents were furnished to the accused 

person. 

 5. On perusal of the case record sufficient ground u/s 

427/379/171(F)  IPC were found against the accused person and accordingly 

formal charge   under the above sections were framed which were read over and 

explained to the accused person to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to 

be tried.  

 

                    6. The prosecution has examined four witnesses . The statement of 

the accused persons u/s 313 CrPC is recorded. The defence side adduced no 

evidence and pleaded for total denial.  

 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

 

 i). Whether the accused person on 01.02.2013 at about 11.00  

a.m.,  committed mischief by destroying the banners and posters of the election 

office of Congress Party at Jamuguri Centre, and thereby caused damage to the 

amount of fifty rupees or upwards   and thereby committed offence   u/s 427  

IPC ? 

                   ii). Whether the accused person on 01.02.2013 at about 11.00  

a.m., committed theft of fifteen plastic chairs and one secretary table  and 

thereby committed offence u/s 379 IPC?  

 

                    iii). Whether the accused person on 01.02.2013 at about 11.00  

a.m.,  voluntarily interfered with the free exercise of an electorate right  and 

thereby committed offence u/s 171(F)  IPC ?  
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                   7. I have heard the oral arguments put forward by both the 

Counsels. I have also gone through the entire evidence available on record. My 

discussion and reasons for the decision are discussed below. 

 

                  8.DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF: 

 

9. PW1, Sri Ranjan Saikia who is the informant deposed that at the 

time of incident he was the Secretary of the election office of Congress Party at 

Jamuguri Centre and the said election office was made for Panchayat election. 

He stated that on the day of incident he found that the curtains of the office 

were torn and chairs and tables were missing. Then nearby people told him that 

the chairs and table had been taken away by the accused. Later on they were 

recovered from the house of the accused. He stated that the chairs were seized 

by the police and were given in his zimma.  

 

10. In cross examination he stated that he had not seen who took 

away the chairs from the office. He stated that the accused was allowed to stay 

in a piece of land belonging to Congress Party and they also made the house of 

the accused and the stolen articles were recovered from the said house of the 

accused.  

 

11. PW2, Sri Pranjit Bhuyan, deposed that at the time of incident he 

was the Presindent of Yuva Congress and a temporary  office was made for 

Panchayat election . He stated that on the day of incident the accused cut the 

screens of the office and took away fifteen chairs and table from the office.  

 

12. In cross-examination PW2 stated that he himself has seen the 

accused cutting the screens of the office . He stated that the accused took the 

chairs and table to his house situated in the land of Congress party.  

 

13. PW3, Sri Mintu Baruah deposed that on the day of incident the 

accused destroyed some articles of their election office and damaged some 

articles and then the informant lodged an ejahar.  
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14. In cross-examination PW3 stated that the accused was allowed 

to stay in the land of the Congress Party and the accused destroyed some 

articles of the office and also sold some chairs.  

 

15. PW4, S.I. Daneswar Deka who is the investigating officer 

deposed that during investigation he visited the place of occurrence and 

prepared sketch map and recorded statement of witnesses . He stated that 

during investigation he seized eight nos. of blue colour chairs , seven nos. of 

maroon colour chairs and one secretary table and they were given in zimma of 

PW1.   

 

16. In this case PW1 and PW3 had not seen the accused taking 

away the chairs and table as alleged from the office of Congress party situated at 

Jamuguri Centre. As revealed from evidence, PW2 is an eye witness and he saw 

the accused  cutting the screens of the office and taking away the chairs and 

table to his house situated in the land of Congress party. The veracity of PW2 

could not be shaken by the defence during cross-examination. Moreover PW1 

and PW2 have clearly stated that the table and chairs were recovered from the 

house of the accused. PW1 is a seizure witness. PW4 the investigating officer has 

deposed that during investigation he seized eight nos. of blue colour chairs , 

seven nos. of maroon colour chairs and one secretary table and they were given 

in zimma of PW1.  Exhibit-2 seizure list clearly shows that eight nos. of blue 

colour chairs , seven nos. of maroon colour chairs and one secretary table were 

recovered from the possession of the accused. As per section-114 of Indian 

Evidence Act the Court may presume that a man who is in possession of stolen 

goods soon after the theft is either the thief or has received the goods knowing 

them to be stolen, unless he can account for his possession. In the present case 

though the defence has taken the plea that the chairs and table were actually 

kept by the accused in his house to keep them safe, but it failed to give 

satisfactory explanation why the accused needed to keep them in his house 

without consent of the Authorities,  for safety and why those articles were unsafe 

in the election office.   
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    17. In view of the above discussion it is held that the accused 

person took away fifteen chairs and one secretary table from the election office 

of  Congress Party situated at Jamuguri Centre without consent  and thereby 

committed an offence u/s 379 of IPC .  

 

  18. Though the witnesses have stated that the accused tore the 

curtains and destroyed some articles of the office but none has stated specifically 

the amount of loss in terms of money. The investigating officer had not seized 

any damaged or destroyed article.  Moreover none of the witnesses has stated 

that the accused voluntarily interfered with the free exercise of an electorate 

right  . So, the ingredients of section-427 IPC and section-171(F) of IPC are not 

established.   

                      19. Considering the nature of offence I am not inclined to extend 

the benefit  of the provisions of Probation of Offenders Act, 1958 to the accused 

person. 

                      20. Considering the articles of theft, age, health condition of the 

accused  and other attending facts and circumstances of the case the accused 

person is sentenced to undergo  simple imprisonment for three(3) months u/s 

379 IPC . Period of detention already undergone if any is to be set off.  

                    21.The case is disposed of on contest. 

                     22. Furnish a free copy of the judgment to the accused person 

immediately. 

                     Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the 1st   day of 

December, 2015 at Tezpur. 

                  

   

                                                                 Smti Bijaya Khakhlary  

       JMFC, Tezpur  
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APPENDIX 

 

Prosecution witnesses: 

PW1— Sri Ranjan Saikia(informant) 

PW2— Sri Pranjit Bhuyan 

PW3— Sri Mintu Baruah 

PW4— Sri Daneswar Deka(I.O.) 

Exhibits for the prosecution 

Ext 1……ejahar 

Ext 2……seizure list 

Ext 3……sketch map 

Ext 4…….charge sheet 

Defence witness : 

Nil 

Exhibits for defence 

Nil 

                                                          Smti Bijaya Khakhlar 

                                                         JMFC,Tezpur 

 


